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Abstract:
Mapping the extent of spatial objects from point samples is a fundamental process in

geographical analysis. Computational geometry methods are commonly used, and one
method that has been proposed is the alpha-shape as it is insensitive to both bias and errors
that are common in crowdsourced geographic data and big geographic data more gener-
ally. However, many spatial objects are uncertain in nature, with vague boundaries that are
not well represented by the current use of discrete alpha-shapes. Fuzzy alpha-shapes are
presented as a highly generic and adaptable methodology that can produce maps of spa-
tial objects that recognise the vague and uncertain nature of many geographies. A series
of virtual geography experiments demonstrate that fuzzy alpha-shapes avoid the need for
binary thresholds, create a model that better represents the uncertain boundaries of some
spatial objects, while also retaining the robustness to errors and bias that motivated the
original use of alpha-shapes for mapping spatial objects.

Keywords: bias, biogeography, distribution, entity, errors, geographic, geometry, range,
region, species

1 Introduction

Mapping the extent of spatial objects that represent geographic patterns, regions, or dis-
tributions is a central component of the study of geography [38]. For example, biogeog-
raphers have a long history of using a point sample of species location data to delineate a
spatial object representing the geographic range (or distribution) of a species [48]. Given
spatial locations and objects are core transdisciplinary spatial information concepts [33]
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analysing point data to produce areal objects is a fundamental process in geographical anal-
ysis [44]. Therefore, while this paper will continue to focus on biogeographical examples,
this is a generic geographical problem relevant to the study of many geographies. For ex-
ample, if we consider a two-dimensional Euclidean space R2, we might want to determine
a subset S ⊂ R2 defined by a set P = {p1, p2, p3, . . . , pn} of points in R2. One framework
to achieve this is via computational geometry techniques that have been adopted widely
within geographic information system (GIS) software, a simple example of which would
be to compute the convex hull (or minimum convex polygon) of P [10]. The region of
space within the convex hull would then constitute the spatial object being mapped (Fig-
ure 1a). However, convex hulls will be inappropriate models of geographic objects such
as the range of a species as the shape of the convex hull does not allow for disjointed or
concave shapes that will occur due to islands, bays, and peninsulas [48].

A more complex computational geometry technique called the alpha-shape is another
method to delineate the extent of a region of space S ⊂ R2 defined by P [13]. Alpha-shapes
have been proposed as an improvement on convex hulls for mapping the range of a species
from a set of points [5], and alpha-shapes have also been used in other geographical do-
mains too [9]. The alpha-shape is closely related to the Delaunay triangulation [10, 11],
and one way to define an alpha-shape (confusingly there are alternative definitions) is
to consider the alpha-shape as the union of a subset of simplices formed by a Delaunay
triangulation [14]. Each simplex (or triangle) of a Delaunay triangulation has an associ-
ated circumcircle that has a circumcentre and a circumradii (Figure 1b). By specifying an
α value, a subset of Delaunay triangulation simplices is formed by retaining only those
Delaunay triangulation simplices whose circumradii ≤ α. This subset of Delaunay trian-
gulation simplices is called an alpha-complex, and the union of the alpha-complex defines
an alpha-shape. When α = ∞ the alpha-complex is equivalent to the Delaunay triangula-
tion and the resulting alpha-shape is equivalent to a convex hull (Figure 1c). Then as α is
reduced the alpha-shape becomes smaller (Figure 1d) and smaller (Figure 1e) potentially
achieving complex non-contiguous shapes [14].

The major analytical benefit of alpha-shapes for mapping the extent of species ranges is
an insensitivity to both bias and errors [5]. Errors relate to the spatial and thematic accuracy
of individual data points. For example, errors occur if a point for a spatial object is recorded
in the wrong location, or if a point is in the correct location but is for the wrong spatial
object. Bias relates to how well a sample of points represents the whole spatial object, and
idealised sampling free from bias often follows a random or systematic design. However,
biased sampling occurs when some parts of space are sampled more intensely than others.
Bias is a particular problem for unstructured big data that has no sampling design, as even
if the data are free of errors bias can lead to flawed conclusions. Therefore, the insensitivity
of alpha-shapes to both bias and errors [5] is an extremely attractive benefit as the natural
history data that is relied upon for mapping species ranges is known to contain errors
[43, 60] and significant bias [27, 40]. But again, while focussing here on biogeographical
examples, these issues of bias and errors are transdisciplinary and will be relevant for any
crowdsourced geographic data [3] or big geographic data more generally [23].

The major analytical challenge for alpha-shapes is specifying an α value. Previous ap-
plications of alpha-shapes, including the geographic applications, have involved the pur-
suit of the correct, or at least optimum, α value [4, 5, 9, 21, 24]. However, use of a single α
value may not always be appropriate for geographical applications as the extent of spatial
objects may not have the crisp boundaries [33] that result from the use of a single α value
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Figure 1: Examples of alpha-complex construction in the context of related computational
geometry concepts. (a) Given a set of points a convex hull can define a region of space that
encapsulates the points. (b) The same points can be used to construct a Delaunay triangula-
tion for which each simplex (or triangle) has an associated circumcircle and circumcentre.
By specifying (c) α = ∞, (d) α = 30, and (e) α = 20, a variety of alpha-complexes can
be generated that only retain those simplices with a circumradii ≤ α and when combined
these alpha-complexes produce alpha-shapes.

and that produce a binary classification of space as either inside or outside an alpha-shape
(Figure 1). Many geographies are vague and for these vague geographies the boundaries
of spatial objects will be uncertain [18].

For biogeographers it is certainly the case that the range of a species is a vague con-
cept with uncertain boundaries. MacArthur [36] noted that “Although we have presented
discussions of the boundaries of species distributions [ranges] as if these boundaries were
immutably fixed . . . these boundaries can be very tenuous” and Gaston [22] “that the edge
of a geographic range does not exist” both of which recognise the vagueness of a species
range as a spatial object.

This description of a spatial object with uncertain boundaries can be better represented
by a fuzzy set for which a membership function m is used to define set membership for a
set of conditions x as a possibility ranging from zero to one [59]. As with the classical crisp
set theory, when m(x) = 1 then x is in the set, when m(x) = 0 then x is not in the set, but
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when 0 < m(x) < 1 then x has partial membership of the set to recognise the uncertainty
of set membership.

The use of fuzzy sets in geometry [54] and geography [18, 52] has been advocated for
some time. This paper shows how alpha-shapes and fuzzy sets can be integrated in a highly
generic and adaptable methodology that can map the extent of spatial objects from point
samples that recognise the vague and uncertain nature of many geographies.

2 Fuzzy alpha-complex

The usefulness of fuzzy sets for representing the uncertainty around geometrical objects
was introduced some time ago [54], and has even been applied to alpha-hulls [37] that
are related to alpha-shapes [13]. In the context of alpha-shapes the concept of fuzzy set
membership can be applied easily using a membership function m(r) for the circumradii
r of each simplex in an alpha-complex to create a fuzzy alpha-complex in which a simplex
can have partial fuzzy membership.

Geographical applications of fuzzy sets have used a wide variety of fuzzy membership
functions and the choice should be dictated by the specific application [52]. In this context
of alpha-shapes, a membership function is required that hasm(r) = 1 for small circumradii
with that decreases to m(r) = 0 for large circumradii.

One way to approach this problem is to use an asymmetric membership function that
has two different membership functions around a critical value [7]. In an alpha-shape con-
text this critical value would continue to be α, with m(r) = 1 where r ≤ α. To create a
decreasing membership function where r > α one option is to use the shape of a normal
distribution. The normal distribution is commonly used as the basis for a membership
function in geographical applications, perhaps as the parameters of mean and standard
deviation are well understood and are expressed in the same units as the value forming the
basis of the membership function [52] – as opposed to parameters that are unitless indices.
Using this approach the mean is set as α and a standard deviation σ is selected to control
the slope of the membership function where r > α. This approach creates a membership
function of

m(r) =

{
1 r ≤ α
e−

1
2 ( r−ασ )

2

r > α
(1)

that can be adapted to produce a variety of forms (Figure 2a). The effect of applying
these different fuzzy membership functions to alpha-complexes from the same point sam-
ple demonstrates that where the point sample is denser the alpha-complex simplices be-
come smaller and fuzzy alpha-complex membership increases, and where the point sample
is sparser the alpha-complex simplices become larger and fuzzy alpha-complex member-
ship decreases. Therefore, these fuzzy alpha-complexes can represent a spatial object with
a gradation of membership that can represent the uncertainty associated with delineating
the region of space that belongs to the spatial object from the point sample (Figure 2b–c).
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Figure 2: Examples of asymmetric fuzzy membership functions (Equation 1) for creating a
fuzzy alpha-complex. The shape of each membership function is controlled by the param-
eters α that determines a threshold for the membership, and σ as the standard deviation of
a normal distribution with smaller values of σ producing steeper curves above the mem-
bership threshold.

3 Fuzzy alpha-shape

While the fuzzy alpha-complex gives a gradation of membership, the triangular shapes
of the simplices with hard edges does not produce a spatially fuzzy boundary. This can
be problematic as using sharp lines to represent geographical boundaries can result in
misleading conclusions as a fuzzy approach should convey information about the rate of
change in the boundaries [58].
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Figure 3: Example of fuzzy alpha-shape construction. (a) A fuzzy alpha-complex generated
with α = 4000 and σ = 2000 is (b) digitised such that (c) a Gaussian low-pass filter with
σ = 2000 can be applied to produce a fuzzy alpha-shape.

A first step towards addressing this problem is to adopt a digital geometry approach
to producing a fuzzy alpha-complex. Within a digital geometry framework computational
geometry algorithms calculate the geometric properties of a grid (or lattice) of points in
Euclidean space, and this usually involves the digitisation of discrete geometric objects
[55]. In a geographic context digitisation occurs by representing space using a raster data
structure, and for which each cell has a coordinate for its centre and a value that can be
a crisp binary 0 or 1 membership value, or a fuzzy 0 to 1 membership value to denote if
the element belongs to a digitised geometric object [31, 54]. Therefore, it is a very simple
process to convert a discrete fuzzy alpha-complex (Figure 3a) into a digital fuzzy alpha-
complex (Figure 3b).

Having adopted a digital geometry approach the problem of the crisp geographical
boundaries between the fuzzy alpha-complex simplices can be approached through raster
generalisation. In this application using fuzzy alpha-shapes to map uncertain spatial ob-
jects, the crisp transitions between the fuzzy alpha-complex simplices represent irrelevant
information, and the information to enhance is the rate of change in the boundaries be-
tween simplices [58]. Generalisation with raster data usually takes the form of some kind
of low-pass spatial filter (or moving window) that smooths out the numerical data within
a raster by some form of two-dimensional weighted average [39]. One such low-pass filter
that is used widely in digital image processing for remote sensing is a Gaussian filter that
uses a bivariate normal distribution as the filter to generalise the data within the raster [35].
Having already defined a mean α and standard deviation σ with the fuzzy membership
function (Equation 1) a Gaussian low-pass smoothing filter can be easily applied using the
same parameter values. This results in the crisp boundaries between the simplices of the
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digital fuzzy alpha-complex (Figure 3b) being generalised such that the resulting fuzzy
alpha-shape (Figure 3c) better fits the requirements for fuzzy boundaries [58] as the amor-
phous shape and smooth gradient better communicate the uncertain nature of the data.
Visualisation of the resulting fuzzy alpha-shape can be achieved using methods such as
monochromatic or multi-chromatic colour scales, contours, three-dimensional models [30]
or some combination thereof.

4 Virtual geography experiments

One of the original advantages of using alpha-shapes for mapping species ranges was the
insensitivity to both bias and errors [5]. Having developed the alpha-shape methodology
further to create fuzzy alpha-shapes it is important to ensure that this robustness to bias
and errors remains. To assess if these properties are still true a series of virtual geography
experiments were undertaken.

4.1 Baseline experiments

The first set of baseline experiments sought to understand how well fuzzy alpha-shapes
would represent an uncertain spatial object given idealised sampling conditions. This was
done to establish a baseline performance against which to compare the later experiments
that introduced error and bias.

Virtual, and therefore known and true, spatial objects with uncertain boundaries were
generated using a single three period octave of Perlin noise [15] rescaled with the logistic
function

f(x) =
1

1 + e−20(x−0.75)
(2)

to produce spatially complex and potentially disjointed distribution patterns that range
in value from zero to one along smooth gradients. This process was repeated to produce
100 different true distributions, the fuzzy areas [53] of which covered a median of 15%
(range 5% to 28%) of the experimental space (Figure 4).

Sets of data points that represent knowledge about the true distributions were then sim-
ulated. Each data point simply consists of a coordinate where the spatial object is present
and has no associated value or attributes. An idealised sample was simulated via an in-
homogeneous Poisson point process [12] that sampled randomly across the experimental
space but only retained data points with a probability equal to the underlying true distri-
bution. What was unknown was the minimum idealised sample size required for a fuzzy
alpha-shape to achieve a good estimation of the true distribution. Keeping the parameters
of α = 5 and σ = 2 constant, for each of the 100 true distributions a fuzzy alpha-shape was
calculated for an idealised sample size of 10, 50 (Figure 5a), 100, 150 (Figure 5b), 200, and
250 (Figure 5c) points.

The similarity between the true virtual distribution and fuzzy alpha-shape from each
point sample was measured using the Ružička (or weighted Jaccard) similarity index [56].
The Ružička similarity index R for two 2-dimensional spatial grids (or: arrays, matrices) A
and B is calculated as

JOSIS, Number 26 (2023), pp. 79–98
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Figure 4: The first 10 examples of 100 virtual true distributions simulated via Perlin noise.
In each case the percentage of the experimental space covered by the fuzzy area of the
distribution is noted.

R(A,B) =

∑
x

∑
y min(Ax,y,Bx,y)∑

x

∑
y max(Ax,y,Bx,y)

(3)

which produces a value ranging between zero and one, with zero for grids with no
similarity and one for grids that are identical.

The results of these baseline experiments indicate that under these experimental condi-
tions similarity between the virtual true distributions and the fuzzy alpha-shapes increased
as sample size increased, but with a plateau in performance once the sample size reached
150 (Figure 5g).

This is important to understand as it means that for an idealised sample of 150 points
we could add up to 100 additional points that are either errors or biased and if they have no
effect then we would expect the performance to remain the same as it does with additional
idealised sampling. Therefore, any observed changes in performance from the addition of
points that are either errors or biased will not be a function of increasing sample size, but
rather the inclusion of errors or bias within the extended sample.

4.2 Error experiments

The error experiments used the same approach as the baseline experiments in that they
were also based on 100 virtual true distributions each with 150 idealised sample points
all simulated in the same manner as in the baseline experiments. However, the idealised
sample was then corrupted with errors that were generated as a homogeneous Poisson
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Figure 5: Examples and results of baseline virtual geography experiments used to estab-
lish the performance of fuzzy alpha-shapes with idealised sampling of differing sample
sizes. For the same virtual true distribution increasing sample size from (a) 50, (b) 150, and
(c) 250 points resulted in denser clustering of points concentrated within the true distribu-
tion. Similarity between the true distribution and fuzzy membership values of fuzzy alpha-
shapes are measured using the Ružička index (R) that ranges from zero to one. Increasing
the sample size from (d) 50 to (e) 150 resulted in improvement in the fuzzy alpha-shape,
while no improvement was seen by increasing the sample size from (e) 150 to (f) 250. Repli-
cating this process 100 times produces (g) distributions showing the median, inter-quartile
range, and range of the similarity values across all 100 experiments.

point process [12] and hence were simply random locations within the experimental space
that ignored the underlying true distribution.

The range of error size explored were 0, 5 (Figure 6a), 10, 20 (Figure 6b), 50, and 100 (Fig-
ure 6c) points, with increasing errors having clear effects on the resulting fuzzy alpha-shape
(Figure 6d–f) compared to the idealised sample alone (Figure 5e). As with the baseline ex-
periments the similarity between the true virtual distributions and fuzzy alpha-shapes was
measured using the Ružička similarity index (R), and the effect of the errors was measured
as ∆R that was the difference between R for the idealised sampling alone and for the ide-
alised sampling plus the errors.

The examples indicate that when errors occur either within an existing cluster of correct
data points, or occur as isolated points distant from other points the errors have minimal
effects (Figure 6d–e). This held true across the 100 replications, as while the errors always
tended to produce negative effects, even with 10 errors making up 9.5% of the data, the
median ∆R = −0.03 which is a negligible change for an index ranging zero to one (Figure
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Figure 6: Examples and results of virtual geography experiments used to establish the per-
formance of fuzzy alpha-shapes with idealised sampling contaminated with errors. The
same virtual true distribution and 150 idealised samples were contaminated with (a) 5, (b)
20, and (c) 100 errors. The effect of contamination was measured as ∆R that was the dif-
ference between the Ružička similarity index for the idealised sampling alone and for the
idealised sampling plus the errors. Errors consistently had a negative effect on similarity
that increased as the number of errors increased from (d) 5 to (e) 20 to (f) 100 errors. Repli-
cating this process 100 times produces (g) distributions showing the median, inter-quartile
range, and range of the similarity change across all 100 experiments.

6g). With 100 errors making up 40.0% of the data points, performance was extremely poor
as the errors became spatially dense enough to be incorporated into the fuzzy alpha-shape
(Figure 6f), and while there was a wide range of effects across the replications a median
∆R = −0.35 is a sizeable effect (Figure 6g). While it is perhaps unlikely that errors will form
such a large proportion of a dataset, it is still useful to see that the fuzzy alpha-shape can
perform poorly as this indicates that the virtual geography experiments are using sample
sizes that provide a robust test of the methodology.

4.3 Bias experiments

The bias experiments followed a similar approach to the error experiments, with 100 virtual
true distributions each with 150 idealised sample points all simulated in the same manner
as in the baseline experiments. Similarly to the error experiments, these idealised samples
were then corrupted with biased sampling. As it is not the number of biased data, but
rather the level of bias that is the problematic factor, all bias experiments used a biased
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Figure 7: Examples and results of virtual geography experiments used to establish the per-
formance of fuzzy alpha-shapes with idealised sampling contaminated with biased sam-
pling. The same virtual true distribution and 150 idealised samples were contaminated
with 100 biased samples generated from Poisson cluster point processes with (a) 5, (b) 20,
and (c) 100 offspring points. The effect of contamination was measured as ∆R that was
the difference between the Ružička similarity index for the idealised sampling alone and
for the idealised sampling plus the biased sampling. Biased sampling consistently had an
extremely minimal negative effect on similarity regardless of whether the Poisson cluster
point process had (d) 5 to (e) 20 to (f) 100 offspring. Replicating this process 100 times
produces (g) distributions showing the median, inter-quartile range, and range of the sim-
ilarity change across all 100 experiments.

sample of 100 points, for which the spatial clustering of these points systematically varied.
This was done using a Poisson cluster point process [12] in which a random location within
the experimental space was chosen to act as a parent point from which to produce a cluster
of offspring points based on a bivariate normal distribution with a standard deviation of 10.
Each of the offspring points was then assessed in turn and became part of the biased sample
with a probability equal to the underlying true distribution. Therefore, while each biased
sampling point in itself is an accurate and correct record of the underlying true distribution,
the biased sample as a whole provides more data for some parts of the experimental space.
This process was continued until 100 biased points had been generated. The cluster sizes
explored were 1 (that in essence is equivalent to the idealised sampling), 5 (Figure 7a), 10,
20 (Figure 7b), 50, and 100 (Figure 7c) that resulted in the biased sample become increasing
concentrated into localised areas of the experimental space.
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As with the error experiments the effect of biased sampling was measured as ∆R that
was the difference between R for the idealised sampling alone and for the idealised sam-
pling plus the biased sampling. The examples indicate that as biased data was correct in
relation to the underlying true distribution, the biased data largely occurred within exist-
ing clusters of idealised sampling and as such the effect of biased sampling was minimal
(Figure 7d–e). This outcome was consistent across all 100 replications with levels of biased
sampling producing extremely minor reductions in performance on average (Figure 7g).

4.4 Sensitivity experiments

The experiments thus far have kept the fuzzy alpha-shape parameters constant at α = 5
and σ = 2. However, it is important to understand how sensitive the methodology is to
parameter variation. A series of sensitivity experiments were conducted that used the same
approach as the baseline experiments in that they were also based on 100 virtual true distri-
butions. For each true distribution a fuzzy alpha-shape was created for 600 combinations
of α and σ values, with the α values ranging from 0.5 to 15 and the σ values ranging from
0.5 to 10 both in steps of 0.5. The performance of the fuzzy alpha-shape for each parameter
combination was measured as the mean Ružička similarity index R̄ for all 100 virtual true
distributions. To examine if sensitivity varies with sample size this approach was repeated
for idealised samples of 50, 150, and 250 points.

The sensitivity results show that there is some variation in the optimum α and σ
amongst the different sample sizes (Figure 8). However, once a reasonable sample size
was achieved this variation was minimal there was little difference between the sensitivity
analyses for idealised samples of 150 (Figure 8b) or 250 points (Figure 8c). For all sample
sizes there was a smooth and gradual response to changes in the α and σ parameters (Fig-
ure 8). Therefore, while there will always be an optimum combination of parameter values,
the performance of the fuzzy alpha-shape does not appear to be highly sensitive to slight
variations around this optimum, and is still capable of producing reasonable models of the
true distribution if the chosen parameters are close to the optimum parameters.

5 Discussion

It is unlikely that there is a single universal best method to map distributions [20], but
where the questions and data are well suited the fuzzy alpha-shape should provide a useful
approach. In comparison to the discrete alpha-shape approach to distribution mapping [5]
the fuzzy alpha-shape avoids the need to choose a singular ‘best’ value of α and allows
for the inherent uncertainty around the extent of a distribution to be incorporated into the
distribution model and visualised for a map reader.

The virtual geography experiments demonstrate clearly that the fuzzy alpha-shape
method is extremely robust to biased sampling (Figure 7), which is an important issue
for natural history data used to map species distributions [43] and for crowdsourced and
big geographic data more generally [3, 23]. Where biased sampling is not an issue and the
density of point samples is a reliable indication of the greater possibility of a spatial object,
then there are existing density based methods for fuzzy mapping of spatial objects, such as
density peak clustering [25] and density-based spatial clustering with noise [45], that could
also be considered.
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Figure 8: Results of fuzzy alpha-shape sensitivity analysis for which the performance of a
range of α and σ parameter values were explored. For each combination of α and σ the
same 100 virtual true distributions were used to generate fuzzy alpha-shapes from ide-
alised samples of (a) 50, (b) 150, and (c) 250 points. The performance of each combination
of α and σ was calculated as the mean Ružička similarity index R̄ between the 100 true
virtual distributions and the fuzzy alpha-shapes.

The virtual geography experiments also demonstrate that the fuzzy alpha-shape
method is robust to low levels of error, with virtually no effect on performance when errors
consisted of around 3% of the sample, and minimal effects on performance when errors
consisted of around 6% of the sample (Figure 6). It is of course very hard to know exactly
how many errors are contained within a sample, as obviously for the errors to be counted
they need to be identified at which point they can be corrected or removed. At least for
natural history data there is some evidence to indicate that error levels of around 4% could
be expected [60] and so in this context at least the fuzzy alpha-shape method would be
expected to be reasonably robust. Clearly in other contexts an analyst needs to make a
decision about the quality of their data as based on the virtual geography experiments the
fuzzy alpha-shape method will begin to perform poorly when errors consist of around 25%
of the sample (Figure 6). Of course, under such error levels it would be questionable if any
analysis of the data would be recommended.

In summary, by developing the discrete alpha-shape approach into the fuzzy alpha-
shape approach to distribution mapping we have avoided the need for binary thresholds,
created a model that better represents the uncertain boundaries of some spatial objects,
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while also retaining the robustness to errors and bias that motivated the original proposal
of alpha-shapes for distribution mapping.

The fuzzy alpha-shape method is also highly adaptive as there are many fuzzy member-
ship functions, and filters with which to generalise. So while fuzzy alpha-shapes have been
presented here based on parameters from the mean and standard deviation of a normal dis-
tribution for both the fuzzy membership function (Equation 1) and the raster generalisation
(Figure 3b–c), many other approaches could be equally justifiable given the data and ques-
tion at hand. The flexibility of the fuzzy membership and generalisation functions does
mean that fuzzy alpha-shape parameterisation provides a challenge, but equally this chal-
lenge also presents an opportunity to modify the method to best suit the data and question
at hand. Such a challenge is also not a novel problem in geographical analysis as kernel
density estimation is a widely used analytical method that also requires choices of both a
kernel shape and bandwidth parameter that can be somewhat arbitrary [44].

Regardless of the fuzzy membership function and generalisation filter chosen, there will
be potential problems in specifying the values of required parameters. The sensitivity anal-
yses indicate that fuzzy alpha-shapes are reasonably robust to slight variations around the
optimum parameters (Figure 8), but careful consideration clearly needs to be given to pa-
rameter specification. So how should researchers go about choosing parameters such as the
α and σ values used within the fuzzy membership function and generalisation filter used
here? It is possible that there could be quantitative data available that could guide these
decisions. For a biogeographical application, if the likely dispersal distance of a species
is known, then it may be possible to use this kind of information to determine the spatial
distance over which presence of a species between sampling points could be more safely
assumed. A similar approach could be taken in other geographical contexts if data on the
mobility or spatial autocorrelation of the spatial object being modelled is known.

In the absence of any data to guide parametrisation, formal expert opinion elicitation
methods could be used. For example, the Delphi method [42] could be used to form some
consensus amongst experts around the necessary parameters. Such approaches have been
used before in a geographic context by querying a range of opinions about the extent of
an uncertain spatial boundary to create a fuzzy spatial object [41] and have even been au-
tomated via the use of human-machine interaction [50, 51]. To try and illustrate how this
could be approached in the context of fuzzy alpha-shapes, remembering that an alpha-
complex consists of a series of triangular simplices that are included based on their cir-
cumradii distance (Figure 1), a question such as “Given known presences at the corners
of an equilateral triangle, at what distance would you be comfortable that we can assume
presence at the centre of the triangle?” could be posed. This would then elicit a range of
potential responses, and the mean and standard deviation of the responses could then be
used as the α and σ respectively to create a fuzzy membership function (Equation 1).

Once established, fuzzy alpha-shapes could form the basis of a variety of analytical
questions about the spatial objects they represent. For example, simple spatial measures
such as area [19, 53], distance, and direction [1] can be calculated for or between fuzzy
spatial objects. The union or intersection of fuzzy sets [59] when applied in a spatial context
also allows for multi-criteria evaluation analysis of fuzzy spatial objects to be undertaken
[6, 34]. Given these analytical options fuzzy spatial objects have been applied to study a
range of geographic domains such as soils [6], climates [34], and urban areas [41]. Given
soil cores, weather stations, and social media data commonly create point data in these
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geographic domains respectively, there is the potential for fuzzy alpha-shapes to be of use
in a wide variety of geographic domains.

In terms of future development of this approach, there are inevitable uncertainties as-
sociated with species occurrence data relating to the available sample and locational accu-
racy [20] that should also ideally also be incorporated into a species distribution estimate.
One way that this could be easily achieved is through the use of the simple, flexible, and
scalable Monte Carlo methods [32]. For example, if the available data points had a loca-
tional uncertainty, then a Monte Carlo method could be applied whereby data points are
shifted randomly in space by their spatial uncertainty before developing a fuzzy alpha-
shape. This process could then be repeated numerous times, with the output being the
average across all Monte Carlo simulations. The original development of alpha-shapes
was for planar geometry [13] and so in a geographical context the method is only suitable
for projected coordinate data where planar geometry assumptions around distances and
angles hold reasonably true. This requirement to meet the assumptions of planar geom-
etry within a projected coordinate system will likely limit application of the fuzzy alpha-
shape to the study of distributions at national and possibly continental extents. However, it
should be possible to extend the fuzzy alpha-shape approach to geographic coordinate data
using spherical geometry, as Delaunay triangulations that form the basis of an alpha-shape
can be computed for a sphere [29, 49].

To enable the use and development of the proposed fuzzy alpha-shapes technique, func-
tions to produce fuzzy alpha-shapes have been developed in the R [47] and Python [46]
programming languages and are available under permissive licences from https://doi.org/
10.7931/kg7v-k118. The R packages spatstat [2], compGeometeR [17], and extrafont [8] and
the Python packages NumPy [26], SciPy [57], matplotlib [28], and NLMpy [16] were used
in the development of the code and to generate the examples used within this paper.
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